The proportionality between black hole entropy and area is derived from classical thermodynamics. The relationship between the classical and quantum formulas is shown to be similar to that of black body radiation. Classical ther--. -modynamics is shown to imply certain characteristics for classical waves which are normally thought to be quantum mechanical in origin.
Introduction
Historically the formulas'for the entropy and temperature of many systems were first derived using classical thermodynamics.
Later the formulas were re-_ fined using quantum mechanics. For example, black body radiation obeys the a -classical Stefan-Boltzmann Law 111 E/V = oT4, (14 s/v = f$T3, (1.2) where E is energy, T is temperature, V is volume and S is entropy. o is an -integration constant which, when evaluated quantum mechanically, is found to be 7r2 QZ- However, this argument makes essential use of energy quantization and Fz appears in it explicitly, so it is not classical in the ordinary sense.) _ The fact that (1.4) and (1.5) have never been derived from classical thermodynamics makes them appear different from (1.1) and (1.2) . This has perhaps contributed to the idea that gravity has a somehow deeper relationship to thermodynamics than do other branches of physics. The classical derivation of (1.4) _ and (1.5) is straightforward.
It relies on slight variations of thought experiments which have become standard in the literature. One must just insure that at each step, only classical reasoning is in fact employed. Since the derivation is based -on the axioms of thermodynamics, the conclusions will be valid in the "classical . . . -regime ," a term which will be made precise in the next section.
' 2. Derivation ---I adopt a 19th century viewpoint: No quantum mechanics, no statistical mechanics. Just as the classical derivation of (1.1) and (1.2) required the assumption that a black body's temperature and entropy are definite functions of its energy, volume, and pressure, I will assume that a black hole's entropy is a function of its macroscopic parameters. Taken together, various "no hair" theorems strongly imply that isolated black holes evolve asymptotically toward a limit which is completely described by 3 parameters, which may be taken to be and f' is the derivitive of f with respect to its argument. -I now restrict to the case of a Schwarzschild hole (J = Q = 0). This is not necessary, but it simplifies the argument and is sufficient for the purpose at hand because by (2.2) , the entropy of any black hole is equal to-that of the ._ .-Schwarzschild hole with the same area.
It follows immediately from (2.6) that a Schwarzschild hole must radiate every .massless field at a temperature r defined by (2.7) . If it did not radiate or radiated at a temperature above or below 7, or in a "non-thermal" manner, one could arrange to reduce net entropy by placing it in an appropriate bath of --thermal radiation, possibly with a system of filters.
Thus r is indeed the temperature of the hole measured at infinity:
By "thermal" radiation I mean only that the flux is that emitted by a black body whose energy distribution is some definite (but from a classical standpoint, is the red-shift factor. Otherwise, again, one could arrange to lo-wer the net entropy through the exchange.
Geroch's thought experiment was originally subject to the following quantum mech&zicaZ objection by Bekenstein"' : Bekenstein asserted that one cannot lower the box arbitrarily close to the horizon because it must have some finite height.
If the height of the box were less than b = h/T, the contents would not have a -* Planckian distribution. This objection was not well-founded. The geometry of b the box is irrelevant; one could just as well use a two-dimensional box. All that matters about the distribution is that it is thermal, not necessarily Planckian. On the other hand, temperature measurements at corresponding wavelengths in the neighborhood of relativistic stars would not qualify as local. This is because the weak energy condition places restrictions on the equation of state of such stars, which in turn place a definite lower limit on the star-surface red-shift factor, a limit which is of order unity. [With sufficient ingenuity, one may construct "stars" whose surface red-shift factor is arbitrarily small[" . However, it turns out that thermodynamics conspires to prevent one from using the equivalence p%ciple to establish an ambiant temperature near such "stars". This is discussed the above thought experiment cannot actually be carried out without quantum --gravity becoming a factor. Of course it is impossible to define this scale from -
The eflect is also local in origin. The observer is incapable of seeing global effects (that is, effects arising from the black hole as a whole) because these exist on a scale M which is large compared to his acceleration scale, l/g,(M).
Of cdurse, the observer "sees" an event horizon, but he attributes this to his local acceleration and not to any global phenomena. Global .effects represent a correction of order x to this conclusion. That is, it is just this horizon which makes it difficult for him to perceive global effects. Global effects can be observed only by those whose acceleration scale is large compared to the global scale. When -it is-said that Hawking radiation is a global effect, what is meant is that it is 'an . . -effect of the large scale structure of space-time, in particular, the existence of an event horizon. In the case being considered, the event horizon is close on the scale of the background curvature, so that it is a local effect in the equivalence ---principle sense even though it is a global effect in the sense of the structure of -. -space-time.
Thus the principle of equivalence is indeed applicable, so that (2.13) is valid. 3) and holds the energy constant in (1.1) , then the black body's entropy also diverges, its temperature also vanishes, and it also becomes truly black. In fact, the quantum mechanical formula for the entropy of any system diverges in the limit tL --+ 0. Classical thermodynamics implicitly assumes that entropies are finite. This assumption is not stated explicitly because it is considered self-evident, but it is necessary for numerous formal manipulations. This means that while classical mechanics is consistent with the limit FL + 0, classical thermodynumt'cs is not. In this sense, thermodynamics "knows something" about quantum mechanics. More will be said about this in the next section. . . . -It should be noted that the black hole formulas bear a closer resemblance to. the black body formulas than they do to those of the ideal gas. In both the black body and black hole the integration constant appears in both the *----entropy and temperature formulas, and when this constant is evaluated quantum mechanically, it contains an inverse power of ii. This contrasts with the ideal gas The similarity between the black hole and black body is evidently due to the fact that both are ultra-relativistic. . even for the low energy neutrinos considered by Unruh. That is, if one shines low --energy neutrinos on the Kerr hole, they will be partially absorbed even though, according to (2.6) 
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By equations (2.6) , (3.4) , and (3.7) the rate of entropy gain by the hole will be
This quantity will be non-negative if and only if -aout 2 %a* (34 .-_ From this one may conclude first that oout is positive definite, that is, there is spontaneous emission. And second, it follows that there must be some principle of physics which prevents one from shining neutrinos on black holes with greater than some definite intensity.
Thus both the existence of negative energy for all waves and some sort of exclusion principle for Dirac waves appear as natural consequences of classical thermodynamics and classical gravity. Here N is the density of free electrons, w is the frequency in the cavity and 7 is a phenomenological constant.
Imagine now that this cavity is lowered by means of a "string" to a red-shift factor xmin, so that the ambiant radiation length is In certain simple problems what is meant by "adiabatically slowly" can be ex--_ plicitly ca1culatedi131 . In this problem a cruder but sufficient condition is that the heat, q, generated by moving the cavity through the photon gas be very small compared to the energy exchanged when the cavity is opened. This latter quantity will be very small compared with the energy carried by the cavity when it is at xmin. That is, W)
where both sides are energies as measured at infinity, the factor on the extreme right appears because a thin cavity contains more energy than it displaces at the same temi>erature, and the exponent on the extreme inequality indicates the _ number of times it was used in deriving the formula. Taking into account both WI 7 must also be non-negative for the geometry to be comparable to a black hole.
Using these parameters one finds that the surface red-shift is given by X min --6, w so that it might first appear that by making 6 very small one could arrange.to bring Xmin down to a value small compared to M, and thus within range of the equivalence principle. However, thermodynamics conspires against this attempt.
Using (1.8) one finds so that, combining (B8) , (B9) and (BlO) gives A. Al-I m2n fi MLzMm P 11)
One might imagine trying to support a "star" near its Kerr-Newman radius by some combination of electromagnetic and rotational forces, but according to (1.4) and (1.8) th is would always depress the temperature and thus lengthen the typical wavelength. -This leads me to conjecture that thermodynamics will always conspire to prevent one from employing the equivalence principle to infer a temperature _-.-near any stationary, non-collapsed object.
